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CALO info used in PIDü Efficient Electron ID and misID
requires optimal combination
of cuts on Prob(NNX) and corresponding
DLL (see talk of Maarten)

ü CALO contribution to PID is based on
- E/P ratio (ECAL)
- Energy deposited in HCAL

ü ECAL: For the Run1&2 physics analyses,
using the E(seed) track matching in ProbNNe
does not seem to be the optimal

in Figure 15 (left), showing that an electron sample with large purity can be obtained.
From the untagged electron E/p values, the trend of ageing in 2012 is determined, in the
di↵erent calorimeter regions and shown in Figure 15 (right). The gains used in the o✏ine
analysis of the individual cells are updated every 40 pb�1 of recorded luminosity, using
the convolution of the reference calibration with the measured ageing trend defined per
detector zone.
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Figure 15: Distribution of E/p in the ECAL for electrons (red) and hadrons (blue) using 2011
data (left). Fraction of gain lost for electrons in the ECAL as a function of the integrated
luminosity (right). The two first steps correspond to the HV changes done during the data
taking period, the third one is due to annealing during one month without beam.

The ageing e↵ect is understood as coming from two main sources.

• The high PMT current induces a gain degradation of the PMT, part of which is
expected to be recovered after long shut down periods.

• Radiation damage to the scintillator tiles and the fibres is also present. An annealing
e↵ect is expected during long stops.

3.3.6 Run 1 ECAL calibration

The fine calibration approach uses a fitting iterative method of the ⇡0 mass distribution
from two photon combinations [14, 15]. In this procedure from minimum bias events,
photons are defined from 3 ⇥ 3 neutral clusters consistent with single photon signals, in
which the cell with the highest energy deposit is called the seed. A selection is imposed
to use only photons leaving a small energy deposit in the PS. The selected ⇡0 candidates
must belong to low multiplicity events in order to limit pile-up e↵ects. For each cell, the
di-photon invariant mass is fitted. When enough statistics is reached, the energy of each
seed is corrected to match the ⇡0 nominal mass [16] and the procedure is repeated until
the obtained calibration is stable. In Figure 16, the e↵ect of the fine calibration algorithm
is reported. The estimated precision of the calibration reached by this method is of the
order of 2%, estimated by applying the method on a mis-calibrated simulation sample. In
Run 1 the foreseen scheme to correct ageing, based upon gain corrections monitored by
LED response was not able to be applied, as the ECAL LED clear fibres showed strong
and non-uniform radiation ageing. The convolution of ageing monitored by electrons each
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Run1	data:	high	purity
electron	sample	

2

Run1	MC:	B+àJ/y(J/yàee)K+

electrons

hadrons

E(seed)/P

ü New approach for electron PID in Run3
(see talk of Maarten)
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Figure 23: Averaged EHCAL/ptrack values in the HCAL cells, right after a 137Cs calibration (left).
Ratio between E/p-based calibration coe�cients in a 5 week time period and the corresponding
ratio of the LED corrections for the same period (right).

In the inner part of the HCAL, muon tracks cross the calorimeter almost parallel to the
iron and scintillator planes, so that the path length (and therefore the energy deposition)
in the scintillator has large fluctuations. In the outer part of the HCAL, muons cross the
structure at larger angles, and the response is much less fluctuating. The HCAL signal
distribution for muons identified with the muon detectors, crossing the outer part of the
HCAL, is shown in Figure 24 (left). The similar distribution for the 122 most central cells
is shown in Figure 24 (right).

Figure 24: Distribution of the muon energy deposition in the outer cells (left) and in the most
central cells (right) of the HCAL.

Unlike the ECAL, no major change in monitoring and calibration methods occurred
for Run 2.
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HCAL info in PID
(courtesy of Yu. Guz)

Clear MIP signal is seen in HCAL
à Useful info for muon ID?

Run1	data:	high	purity	p/K sample

HCAL E/P ratio can be used for PID

HCAL for neutron reconstruction ?
s(E) ~ 20% for. En > 20 GeV
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Spectroscopy with neutrons
(courtesy of Ivan Polyakov)

ü Consider LB à J/yKn similar to LB à J/yKp,
which is the source of  LHCb pentaquark (PC) observations
ü Assume the same kinematics of daughters and the
same level of combinatorial background 
ü Use isolation criteria in HCAL to get
s(E)/E = 65%/ 𝐸� ⊕ 10%, and spatial resolution ~1cm
ü Applying vertex and mass constraint fits gives
s(M(LB)) ~ 65 MeV and s(M(PC)) ~ 30 MeV 

Clear LB signal in J/yKn final state assuming 
250k signal events as in LB à J/yKp in RUN 1&2

Various PC states are more difficult to separate

Efficiency of the neutron isolation in HCAL
to be understood 



Goals of the Calorimeter Upgrade (with or without HCAL???)  

ü Preserve the current performance to provide

- Reconstruction of particles in the final states including photons / p0

(HCAL is not essential here)

- Efficient Electron PID and discrimination of e/h, and also µ/h, and e/µ. Can CALO information
help in the latter two cases?
Contribution from HCAL to:
e/h discrimination 

 D/B à ee, Kee in presence of peaking backgrounds from D/B à hh, Khh
 E(HCAL) = 0 for electrons 
 (see talk of Davide)

 µ/h discrimination (for slow muons)
 D/B à µµ, Kµµ in presence of peaking backgrounds from D/B à hh, Khh
 Search for super rare Bd à µµ is of particular importance to minimise the background from Bd à pp
 MIP signal vs Hadronic shower in HCAL

 e/µ discrimination (for slow muons) 
 LFU tests in RK, and in RD
 MIP signal vs “0” in HCAL
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Running at high occupancy  

Potential problems for PID at the upgrade conditions:

- Accidental hadron track overlapping with electromagnetic cluster
in ECAL, e.g. with photons from p0 decays à results in large
E/P ratio typical for electron à worsening e/h discrimination
Longitudinal ECAL segmentation should help to reduce the effect
à Using HCAL should improve e/h discrimination
To be studied

- Increased hadron punch-through to the muon system (or random
overlap of muon and pion tracks at high occupancy)
à Using HCAL info may improve µ/p discrimination (MIP signal vs hadron shower)
To be studied 

- Accidental overlap of muon and electron tracks may worsen e/µ separation at low moments
à Using HCAL: MIP vs “0” signal
To be studied
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Conclusion 

ü HCAL can be used for neutron reconstruction à may open a new page in spectroscopy

ü Removal of HCAL may have an impact both on the efficiency of electron identification and
on the e/h separation, and even on the µ/p and e/µ separation. The HCAL electronics is 
compatible with the LS4 upgrade. So, HCAL could be kept at no cost. 

ü Replacement of HCAL with the iron absorber can provide better protection of the muon chambers
against higher flux of the pion punch-through when running at higher luminosity. Study other means
of protecting muon system, e.g. by adding a layer of W behind the HCAL 

ü Replace HCAL with iron (technically non-trivial), if really needed?
Study the potential improvement of the e/hadron separation by instrumenting the iron with
an active layer of scintillator tiles (see talk of Vasilisa)
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